Social Networks & Intergenerational Learning
Saturday, October 17 2015
UNESCO Amphitheatre, University of Nicosia

08:30-09:00  Registration

09:00-09:15  Welcoming Addresses
             Constantinos Phellas, Vice Rector, University of Nicosia
             Athena Michaelidou, Director, Cyprus Pedagogical Institute

09:15-10:05  Learning across generations: The role of design research and social media
             Charalampos Vrasidas, Executive Director, CARDET – Professor, University of Nicosia

10:05-10:25  Inet Risks – Changing attitudes of adults on internet related adolescents
             Anastasia Economou, Head of Educational Technology Department, Cyprus Pedagogical Institute

10:25-10:35  Presentation of Grankit activities in Germany
             Susanne – Verena Schwarz, Lebniz Universitat Hannover

10:35-10:45  Presentation of Grankit activities in Romania
             Andreea – Corina Ionel, EUROED

10:45-10:55  Presentation of Grankit activities in Greece
             Yiannis Papayerasimou, Demokritos National Center for Scientific Research

10:55-11:05  Presentation of Grankit activities in Cyprus
             Nicholas Moudouros, Emphasys Center

11:05-11:30  Discussion

11:30-12:00  Break

12:00-13:30  Workshop 1 (M201)
             Picture of the old and the young – and how to bring them together
             Susanne – Verena Schwarz, Lebniz Universitat Hannover
             Yiannis Papayerasimou, Demokritos National Center for Scientific Research

             Workshop 2 (M203)
             Technology tool for educators
             Andreea – Corina Ionel, EUROED

             Workshop 3 (M205)
             Career planning tools for dynamic economies
             Katerina Theodoridou, CARDET

             Workshop 4 (M206)
             The role of design and technology against poverty
             Yolanda Frangou, Sotiris Themistokleous, Renos Pattis, CARDET

             Workshop 5 (M210)
             Young coaches for the internet
             Anastasia Economou, Head of Educational Technology Department, Cyprus Pedagogical Institute
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